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Given the intense, ongoing debates on the implications of China’s rise to great power status in the international system, coupled with Beijing’s unprecedented and much-celebrated hosting of the 2008 Olympic Games, Yong Deng’s latest book, »China’s Struggle for Status« (which was also, notably, published around the time of the Beijing Olympiad), could not have come at a more opportune time.

A prolific scholar on China’s international relations, Yong Deng does not fail to deliver a persuasive and thought-provoking analysis of the nature of China’s international engagement in this ambitious book. »China’s Struggle for Status« challenges conventional – particularly realist – perspectives on Chinese foreign policy by taking a critical look at the »status-driven« considerations guiding China’s relations with the contemporary world. Unlike mainstream realist accounts of China’s foreign policy, Yong Deng’s study adopts a more nuanced and unique approach that draws on sociological and constructivist insights to shed light on the dynamics behind China’s often mixed foreign-policy signals. In other words, rather than emphasizing the unmitigated struggle for power between states in an anarchic international system, Yong Deng highlights the significant roles that »identity-centered« ideas, such as status, reputation, and legitimacy, play in world politics and, more specifically, the ideational structures and constraints they impose on the foreign policy of a reemerging power, such as the People’s Republic.

The central argument motivating Yong Deng’s investigation is essentially the notion that »China’s struggle for status has been a struggle for great-power recognition by balancing acceptance and autonomy, compliance and revisionism, power and legitimacy, and globalization and nationalism,« as China moves from the periphery of world politics to occupy centre stage (p. 2). Indeed, sensitivity to »international status« (»guoji diwei«) and the belief in the exigency of cultivating a positive reputation have long been an integral part of Chinese foreign policy. »Status« here refers to a »state’s concerns over its material wellbeing and international treatment with the goal of engineering mutually reinforcing growth in both« (p. 2). And as such, in adopting a status-driven policy, the state’s objective becomes primarily »upward mobility through participation in the globalized world« (pp. 2–3). At the heart of the analysis, therefore, is a concern with what can effectively be termed China’s »identity management« in the post-Cold War era, the main challenge facing Chinese elites being that of maintaining a peaceful and secure international environment within which it can further its modernization drive at home and ensure its steady rise to great power status abroad (p. 3).
To illustrate his arguments, Yong Deng broadly examines how the People's Republic has adapted to a changing international environment, post-Cold War and post-9/11. He considers six major issue-areas, which also constitute corresponding chapters of the book. In Chapter 3, the issue of China's stance towards human rights is spotlighted, with international human rights norms identified as a »constitutive principle of contemporary international society« (p. 69), to the extent that they may even constitute a new »standard of civilization.« This poses considerable problems for the People's Republic, whose human rights record has consistently attracted international criticism. However, as Yong Deng demonstrates, there have been noticeable improvements in this area, with the Chinese government increasingly acknowledging its global responsibilities in an attempt to project a positive, benign identity, as well as to boost its legitimacy among other members of the international community.

Closely related to this attempt at positive image-building are the attempts made by Chinese foreign policy elites to allay fears of a »China Threat.« This idea of China posing a major threat to the stability and peace of the international order is treated at length in Chapter 4, in which Yong Deng provides an insightful analysis of the various official Chinese and academic responses to this notion. Yong Deng provides a number of interesting quotations from Chinese scholars and policy-makers, which he ably uses to demonstrate the complex and prismatic nature of the intellectual debate on this issue within China.

Subsequent chapters are mainly dedicated to empirical cases related to China's bilateral and multilateral relations. Chapter 5 looks at China's strategic partnerships with Russia, the European Union, and India. Chapter 6 focuses on China's uneasy, but necessarily interdependent, relations with Japan, whilst Chapters 7 and 8 analyze, respectively, China's participation in multilateral processes in Asia (the Six-Party Talks, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, and the Association of South East Asian Nations) and Africa (the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation), and China's increasingly problematic relationship with Taiwan as it reemerges as a great power.

Chapter 8, in particular, deserves special note. After a discussion of cross-Strait relations that underscores the centrality of the politics of status and recognition, Yong Deng aptly brings to light a significant paradox plaguing the already fragile situation, which is based on China's pursuit of a status-driven foreign policy agenda. By rhetorically affirming its pursuit of a »peaceful and constructive« foreign policy trajectory, so as to enhance its international status, China has brought about its own rhetorical entrapment, which effectively makes a resort to force unviable (since this would go against its new identity). At the same time, however, an emphasis on its international status has made any notion of Taiwanese independence from the mainland not only unpalatable, but also ever more intolerable, as the issue has become intricately bound up with China's national pride and reputation (see pp. 245–69).
Significantly, this observation would probably have gone unnoticed, if not for the application of a status-centered conceptual approach to understanding China’s foreign policy motivations. The value of »China’s Struggle for Status« thus lies in its refreshing theoretical outlook, which goes beyond mere realist or materialist reasoning, by bringing into relief a timely and important subject-matter, previously neglected in the international relations literature. Moreover, Yong Deng’s ability to evade the pitfalls of blind optimism, on the one hand, and over-pessimism, on the other, in his account of China’s contemporary foreign relations, is equally worthy of praise. Indeed, given the rapidity of China’s rise and its corresponding economic growth, it is often tempting to constantly expect more from China, overlooking the many ongoing difficulties it still faces, both domestically and in its path towards greater security and integration as a legitimate member of the international community.

The sole shortcoming of this study, perhaps, and one which may leave some readers a little disappointed, is its treatment of certain empirical cases, which sometimes seems rather »superficial« – the discussion merely scratching the surface of complex matters and deep-rooted problems (for example, the sections on Sino-African and Sino-eu relations) – and occasionally disjointed, leading to some minor logical inconsistencies. Furthermore, although it is understandable that, given the comprehensive and ambitious scope of the book, Yong Deng was unable to explore in great depth every issue addressed (presumably as a result of space limitations), if he had allocated some space for an explanation of the necessary linkage between domestic factors and China’s international behavior (which he himself stresses throughout the book), this would have rendered his analysis even more nuanced and »complete.«

Nevertheless, these are only slight imperfections, and »China’s Struggle for Status« remains an ideal book for those who are fascinated by the rise of the »Yellow Dragon« and the possibilities it brings for change in the international system. Indeed, there is much in this book that makes it an excellent cornerstone for future scholarship on China’s international status and its dynamic foreign relations.

Pichamon Yeophantong,  
Australian National University
China is shaking the world. This may be a platitude, but it is no less true for all that. On the one hand, China gives rise to incomprehension for the prosecution of dissidents or the execution of foreigners under obscure circumstances, while on the other hand, it is keeping the engine of world growth running and trying to spur domestic demand, a move which may help to correct global imbalances.

In Copenhagen, German Chancellor Angela Merkel encountered a »very self confident China« and the world had to take notice once again that almost nothing can be managed in international politics without China. Many in the West allege »global player affectations« (Financial Times Deutschland, December 20, 2009) and regard China as the next big »muscle man« (Tagesspiegel, January 31, 2010). These characterizations, which often reveal some uncertainty with regard to how to handle the rise of China, have changed in recent years, however. »Does China matter?« (Gerald Segal) was the question a decade ago, but today it is obvious that we have to take China seriously if we want to cope with the problems of the early twenty-first century. Because of its growing influence, China will shape the world, to a certain extent, whether the world likes it or not. Therefore it would be wise to reach an understanding of how politics work in China and especially what ideas and people influence Chinese politics.

Two recently published books seek to examine what Chinese intellectuals and policy advisers think and what ideas they have about China’s future. The first is Mark Leonard’s »What Does China Think?,« in preparation for which the author conducted interviews with various Chinese scholars and members of think tanks. The other, »How China Debates,« is a volume of essays written by Chinese scholars, which have been translated for the first time into German and edited by the Heinrich Böll Stiftung.

For Leonard, China is a new »shaper of world order« and its rise »is the big story of our age and its after-effects could echo down for generations to come« (p. 5). For him, this is why it is important to know »What (…) China think[s]?« The title is a little exaggerated and misleading, because the reader is not intro-
duced to the thoughts of ordinary Chinese citizens (as in Liao Yiwu’s »The Corpse Walker: Real Life Stories: China from the Bottom up« – in German: »Fräulein Hallo und der Bauernkaiser: Chinas Gesellschaft von unten«), but to the thoughts of intellectuals and scholars.

Leonard surveys the most important topics of the economy, the political system (democracy and the rule of law) and foreign policy. It is true that not many new facts are presented; most of the topics and interpretations can be found in other China-related publications. However, its presentation of the views of dozens of Chinese thinkers makes it a good and, generally, readable addition, alongside more academic publications.

Throughout the book, Leonard illustrates that intense debates are going on within China’s intellectual sphere on the different topics named. Looking at the economy, the reader learns that »New Rightists,« such as Zhang Weiying, are demanding the development of a free market: »He thinks that the planned economy is the foundation of political despotism; that China’s freedom will not come until the public sector is dismantled and sold off (…)« (p. 20). On the other hand, »New Leftists,« such as Wang Hui or Cui Zhiyuan, also advocate economic growth, but want to see a focus on social justice and environmental awareness.

In relation to democracy, one becomes acquainted with a wide range of ideas previously almost unknown to Westerners. Some might know Yu Keping and his essay »Democracy is a good thing« or his concept of »incremental democracy.« But besides grassroots democracy, Yu favors internal party democracy, in the belief that »party members should ›get democracy first‹, just as the coastal regions were allowed to ›get rich first‹« (p. 57). Also very interesting is the point made by Pan Wei, arguing that »elections will not solve any of the problems facing China today« (p. 60): on the contrary, Pan rejects democracy and favors the rule of law without democracy, while Wang Hui notes that the »rule of law« is meaningless without democracy.

All in all, Leonard provides a vivid picture of debates related to domestic topics. Despite his sometimes slightly self-absorbed approach, he has the ability to summarize complex topics in memorable terms: for example, Leonard sums up his explanation that the main criterion for political reform is that it must not threaten the Communist Party’s rule, as follows: »You could call it ›Anything but National Elections‹« (p. 80).

With regard to foreign policy and international relations, he identifies two camps which he labels »liberal internationalists« and »neo-cons or, considering their formal affiliation, ›neo-comms‹« (pp. 89f). For all of them it is essential to enlarge China’s so-called Comprehensive National Power, but opinions vary on how to do this. For liberal internationalists, such as Zheng Bijian or Qin Yaqing, China should rise peacefully, but neo-comms such as Yan Xuetong criticize the liberals’ »appeasement« and are »fixated with the usa and sure that China’s military modernization is the key to world stability« (p. 91).
Summarizing, Leonard, who describes himself as an »accidental sinologist« (p. 9), provides some interesting insights into how Chinese thinkers see the world and China. He shows a wider audience that there are controversial debates and thinkers in China, which are by no means confined to praising the leadership. Of course, none of the interviewees is what the West would call a dissident. Because if you want your voice be heard and to exercise some influence, you must not challenge the Communist Party. But that does not mean these thinkers are cozying up to the regime and afraid to speak out. Take, for example, Yan Xuetong's call for substantial change in China: »If you do not have a good political system at home, you cannot attract support from your neighbors. If China wants to increase its soft power, it must have political reform« (p. 98).

Leonard concludes that the first 30 years of China's reform have been mainly about the People's Republic joining the world and that »the story of the next thirty years will be about how a more self-confident China reaches out and shapes the world« (p. 117). Even though Leonard notes that »it is possible that Beijing's formula of state capitalism, open markets and a closed political system will not last the course« (p. 134), in general he seems quite optimistic about China's path to superpower status. For him, »China will not define the new order its own, but it will provide an alternative pole and philosophy (…)« (p. 117).

Sometimes, the book is a little wearing due to Leonard's constant name-dropping and anecdotal style, with the author present at all times: »I will never forget my first visit to the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (…)« (p. 8), or »I met Wang Hui in the ›Thinkers Café‹ (…)« (p. 32), or »Recently I had dinner with a leading Chinese public intellectual (…)« (p. 62). The chosen metaphors also make one wonder: »Prince Charles would have called [Pingchang City] a ›carbuncle,‹ [reference to a famous speech lamenting plans for an extension to the National Gallery in London, which he described as a »monstrous carbuncle on the face of a much-loved and elegant friend«] but I was moved by the utopianism of its already anachronistic vision of modernity« (pp. 49f). Or describing Wang Shaoguang and Hu Angang as »a sort of Lennon and McCartney of ›New Left‹ economics in China« (p. 36).

While, to be sure, this is a question of personal taste and some will enjoy his fluent style, more disappointing are a number of factual inaccuracies. He writes that »in the 1970s students built a ›democracy wall‹ in Beijing by creating posters with large characters that called for free elections« (p. 59). This movement dates from 1979, one of its central figures being Wei Jingsheng, who wanted to expand the so-called »Four Modernizations« with a fifth, which should have been democracy. When Leonard talks about »elections to the Politburo's Standing Committee« in 2007 (p. 49), he is playing a little too fast and loose, failing to underline that these were merely behind-the-scenes negotiations and based on entrenched nepotism and thus far from what a Western reader would understand as »elections.« Or what about the number of missiles targeting Taiwan: is it 900 (p. 106)
or 700 (p. 110)? And even an »accidental« sinologist should know that it is »Yin and Yang« and not »Ying and Yang« (pp. 64, 86). But besides these minor points, the book is easy and, mostly, fun to read.

While Leonard, with his sometimes conversational and mannered style, interprets his findings from a Western point of view, the collection of articles and essays edited by the Heinrich Böll Stiftung takes a completely different approach. The editors have chosen articles by Chinese scholars seeking to explain China's contemporary problems. The articles were chosen because they have »heavily influenced political discourses and public opinion« (Foreword 7). Even though it remains unclear what kind of influence these articles had, most of them were published in either academic journals or well-known magazines, such as »Nanfang Zhourou« (Southern Weekend). In contrast to Leonard's book, this volume can become a little tiring because most of the texts are academic in style and sometimes the Chinese way of writing can be confusing for Western readers.

Nevertheless, it is a valuable experience to learn what words Chinese scholars – who are living in China and cannot be labeled dissidents – use to describe the current frictions and problems in the country. Some are more outspoken than others, but all of them look at pressing topics and do not mince words. This is the major advantage of this selection of essays: it is not Western academics or journalists explaining the problems China is facing and sometimes pointing the finger, but indigenous authors. The topics range from the role of intellectuals to reforms of the legal system and the meaning of globalization for China.

One impressive article is Li Changping's »The real reasons for the poverty of peasants.« This is an excellent example of how outspokenly and directly one can argue, even in China. Li is convinced that poverty has its origins mainly in what he calls »the incorrect structural patterns established by the rulers« (p. 89). In a very honest way, he explains what is rotten in the People's Republic of China. The original manuscript dates back to 2004 and Li has updated it, which is easy to follow thanks to the layout. The updated version has been toned down a bit, but not because Li got cold feet. Rather, there have been changes in government policies since 2004 which have helped to improve the situation. Nevertheless, his text still is a »cri de coeur« intended to shake things up. He states that the social security system does not include Chinese peasants (p. 91) and claims that leaving the distribution of resources to the powers that be is not the most effective way of fighting poverty because of the problem of corruption (p. 92). Li also explains the structure of wages and notes that, for peasants, it is »totally inhuman« (p. 95). He also asks questions which seem perfectly normal to Westerners, but in the Chinese context are quite incredible: »China's population consists of 70 percent peasants. How can it be that the state does not represent their interests?« (p. 95). His openness is stunning. Take, for example, his words on the legal system in China: »Poor people cannot afford the law; for them it is a luxury product« (p. 96). But he also explains the dilemma of the lower administrative levels, pointing out
that lower party or government bodies »cannot exist without contraventions« because the Ministry of Finance covers only 60 percent of the budgeted expenditure and the remaining 40 percent must be »earned« by local institutions (p. 96).

Li concludes his text by stating: »In every sector [of society] there are marginalized people and privileged people, and the privileged receive their benefits largely at the expense of the marginalized« (p. 99). But even though he brings up many of China’s most painful problems, he never criticizes the national government. On the contrary, even this outspoken scholar closes his essay with supportive words for the leaders: »Fortunately, the new party leadership has submitted the so-called ›Scientific Development Concept‹ and has written on the banner of the party: ›Putting people first‹.« It is not clear whether he really believes this or whether it is mere genuflection to placate the authorities.

And Li is not alone with this style of writing. It is interesting to see how these Chinese scholars attack China’s urgent problems while never quite crossing the line, which is the most important consideration for intellectuals in China: you only have a chance of exerting influence if you do not challenge the power of the ruling party. There is a fine line between naming the problems and avoiding confrontation with leadership. For example, Yu Jianrong detects a »crisis of governance«, by which he means that the effectiveness of the state in upholding the social order is no longer guaranteed (p. 111). Even though this is a justified complaint, he also states at the end of his essay: »we all noted the efforts of the Communist Party (...) at the 17th Party Congress. Maybe we do not fully agree with the approach of the political leadership, but nevertheless their attempts to answer the social problems merit approval« (p. 131).

An analysis of the »difficult reform of the judicial system in China« is presented by He Weifang. He is well known for his vehement rejection of the death penalty and was one of the signatories of Charta 08, the document which landed Liu Xiaobo in prison for 11 years. He explains that, in some cases, the party directly intervenes in trials and imposes a compromise, so that the proceedings »become a farce or charade« (p. 104). In this system, according to He, the court and prosecution must heed »the wishes of outside powers« (p. 104). Taking all this into account, it is not surprising to read in the short but helpful portrait of the author that he was transferred from prestigious Beijing University to a university in the western province of Xinjiang in March 2009 (p. 23).

Zhan Jiang is also very blunt in his article on the »media as a driving force of civic participation« (p. 133). Zhan states that traditional official newspapers, especially at the local level, are controlled by local officials and »are full of boring instructions that do not affect the public.« Thus the media, which should be a social tool, is »degraded into a tool of (...) local potentates« (p. 140). Zhan not only criticizes the media, but also calls for media laws (p. 141).

Another impressive piece is a short article written by Liu Junning. In their introduction the editors explain that Liu »breaks a taboo« with his text (p. 189).
And that is no exaggeration. Liu not only calls for gradual administrative reforms within the existing system, but also for real political reforms within the party and government. According to Liu, gradual reforms are hampered by difficulties or what he calls »specifics.« »They only affect the surface of the system but not its substance« (p. 191). That means, in his view, that »the reforms within the current system only touch the walls. With the next stage of reforms one must tackle the basic structure« (p. 191). This should include, for example, a »switch from dictatorship to democracy« (p. 192). Referring to the People’s Republic's constitution, which states that China is a democratic dictatorship, Liu brings home the message by noting »what we see is more a dictatorship than a democracy« (p. 192).

Even though some scholars in China and the West would argue that China is no longer a dictatorship but an authoritarian state, this illustrates one of the most positive features of this collection of essays: Chinese scholars are speaking out and do not hesitate to get on a collision course with the leadership.

Besides the large quantity of information about China the reader is presented with, it is also an interesting reading experience because of its singular expressions and style. For example, one encounters the classic »emancipation of thought« (p. 35) or vague references to the »events of 1989« (p. 56). Sometimes, this makes the book a little hard to read and, at first glance, one might feel inclined to criticize the translation. In fact, however, it is both eye opening and helpful that most of the translators stuck to the original Chinese texts as much as possible, which gives a better understanding, even if it takes time to get used to it. Sometimes it can be confusing because the transcription of Chinese terms is not consistent. Furthermore, it would perhaps be easier to read if the brief portraits of the contributors were placed just before their essays and not all together at the beginning, compelling the reader to shift back and forth. But these are only minor objections. On the other hand, another major plus is the wonderful photographs.

All in all, the books provide a vivid picture of the internal debates in China and help Western readers to understand better what is going on in the Middle Kingdom. Both are must-reads because they describe what contemporary Chinese scholars think and how they see the world.

Falk Hartig,
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